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Optimizing Analytics
Software to Manage ESP
Assets
Because preventative maintenance isn’t an option
on ESPs, it is crucial that operators use analytics
software to predict performance issues and
prescriptively manage their assets.

Lone Star’s MaxUp analytics software maximizes uptime by mitigating issues before they happen on up to 60 different failure modes and predicts when a replacement is required so the proper
personnel, equipment and tools are available at the right time. (Source: Lone Star Analysis)
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Electric submersible pumps (ESPs) have been a popular method to produce oil and gas wells
for many years. The ESP’s ability to lift a higher volume of fluid has made it a common, fastgrowing lift solution, but it is not without its issues.
ESPs are easy to use and can produce higher rates of fluid than other types of artificial lift,
especially when the bottomhole pressure (BHP) is low and the productivity index is high.
However, if an ESP is used on any well fracked with sand, or making sand, it can lead to faster
failure due to sand and other materials making their way into the pump.
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Horizontal wells face issues that vertical wells don’t. The fluid must fight gravity as it turns the
corner into the vertical section of the well. This gravitational change causes a good part of the
fluid to fall back into the horizontal section of the well. The well then must build pressure to
overcome gravity to move the fluid to the surface. Every time the cycle happens, the added
pressure needed to overcome the gravitational pull reopens the fractures.
Then, when the pressure builds high enough, a slug of fluid moves to the surface, the BHP
lowers and sand is burped out of the open fracture and travels with the fluid into the pump.
The sand vastly degrades the pump and impacts its performance. Ultimately, this can lead to
very short run times for high-volume wells, sometimes as short as just a few weeks postdeployment.
Because preventative maintenance is not an option on ESPs, it is crucial that operators use
analytics software to predict performance issues and prescriptively manage their assets. Once
an ESP does fail, the process for pulling and replacing it is very expensive.
Preventative asset management means understanding how a pump is operating versus how it
should be and taking steps to get it back to optimal health. Although pump failure is
inevitable, taking steps to extend its lifetime, minimize time and associated costs between
workovers and optimize pumping time can save engineers time and resources.
Ideal asset management process
Engineers can be responsible for as many as 1,500 wells. With high workloads, engineers need
help managing these expensive assets properly. Without a comprehensive asset management
system, it can be hard to keep track of poorer performing wells.
In today’s environment, where the supply chain has become fractured and vague, operators
have less visibility into when replacements will arrive. Implementing an asset management
system can give operators the insight needed to make decisions and changes, if necessary. For
engineers overseeing multiple wells, this means pinpointing potential issues to lessen the
overall workload engineers face. To gain this insight, operators need a system that can be
implemented on multiple assets and provide prescriptive actions. Understanding an arising
issue is an excellent first step to take, but action to correct or reduce said issue should follow.
For example, if a well is showing signs of rapid deterioration, the system might communicate
an alert of less-than-optimal performance to the operator, then it would prescribe an action for
the operator to change the amount of oil being pumped and the rate at which it’s being
pumped. Slowing down the pumping process will delay deterioration and give the operator
time to make necessary arrangements. By pulling data in about each well, a good asset
management system can see how an asset is functioning and how it might operate in the
future. Engineers can then make decisions that factor in any challenges associated with the
supply chain, personnel resourcing availability and the necessary time to perform workovers.
Proactively planning for these changes can significantly reduce the amount of downtime a well
faces prior to workovers.
Once a pump is run into a well, it stays there until it fails. Once failure occurs, there is no other
option than to shut down the well, remove the broken pump and replace it with a new one.
Workover time for this changeout can be long, depending on the site location and the time it
takes to get a rig out to perform its task. Once on site, it can also be laborious to remove the
wellhead, pull the tubing out of the ground and replace everything. Regardless of how long it
is, workover time is inevitable. The time around it and the potential losses associated, however,
can be significantly reduced if planned correctly.
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Implementing asset management analytics
A solid asset management program diagnoses, predicts and prescribes. An ESP produces data
such as revolutions per minute, temperature and power usage. Predictive and prescriptive
analytics-focused software, like Lone Star Analysis’ MaxUp Energy, can predict an asset’s
performance by factoring in the physics-based parameters the ESP normally operates in to stay
healthy, gathered from the original equipment manufacturer. If it is trending out of those
norms, the software prescribes a corrective action to bring the pump back into the normal
operating range.

Lone Star’s MaxUp analytics software maximizes uptime by mitigating issues before they happen on up to 60 different failure modes
and predicts when a replacement is required so the proper personnel, equipment and tools are available at the right time. (Source:
Lone Star Analysis)

By plugging in failure modes, everyday events most likely to cause damage, such as heat in the
motor or excessive vibration, the software is able to monitor for and report against those
specifically. Another key feature of a valuable system is timeliness. When considering options,
operators should look for software able to pull in data and provide analytics and diagnoses in
real time.
To keep ESPs running as optimally as possible, operators should consider adding an analytics
program to monitor pump operation, usage, conditions, flow rate and other key factors
impacting a pump’s operation. A good program predicts potential failures, prescribes
comprehensive action, ensures issues are identified rapidly and allows operators the time
needed to adjust. Adding analytics capabilities to high-value pumps will enable operators to
get the most out of their expensive assets, improve productivity, improve time to failure,
increase the time between high-cost workovers and ultimately increase their return.
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McDermott Bags Offshore EPCI Contract In Arabian Gulf
McDermott International Inc. has been awarded a substantial contract from a Middle East customer for engineering, procurement,
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BP Extends Deal With Topaz For 12 Vessels In Azerbaijan
Topaz Energy and Marine has signed contract extensions for 12 of its vessels currently supporting the offshore operations of BP Exploration
(Caspian Sea) Ltd. in Azerbaijan, the company said on March 20.
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Dr. Peter Terwiesch, president industrial automation, ABB, discusses automation in the
energy sector.
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